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Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto

Be consultants to the Crosswalk Company as you use Integrative Thinking to create 

recommendations!

#IThinkCrosswalkChallenge

@RotmanIThink

#IntegrativeThinking

#IThinkCrosswalkChallenge



The Integrative Thinking Process

Articulate the Models
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Examine the Models

Explore the Possibilities

• Identify two extreme and opposing models

• Sketch out what the opposing models look like

• Define the benefits of each model

• Identify the most important players

• Define how the models work for them

• Look Across:

• What are the similarities?

• What are the genuine points of tension?

• Look Within:

• What assumptions underlie each model?

• Look Again:

• What would I want to keep?

• What could I live without?

• Imagine how you might combine the benefits you want to keep

• Ideate, prototype and iterate

• Give yourself time to reflect



Flipping the script: Youth Empowering Parents

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GW0zykQCl1M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GW0zykQCl1M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GW0zykQCl1M


Crosswalk Company



Your challenge, should you choose to accept it

Video can be found at www.rotmanithink.ca/crosswalkchallenge-resources

http://www.rotmanithink.ca/crosswalkchallenge-resources


Articulate the Models

VS.

1

How might we maintain the intersections?

Small Group Classrooms



In your group:

• Describe each model with both words and 

images.

• Suspend judgment of the model; just 

describe it objectively. What would it 

actually look like if it were to work 

perfectly? 

If you’re stuck, think about the following 

scenarios under each model:
- More schools want to purchase kits and want training on 

how to use the kits

- The community wants the flags left out over the weekend to 

increase awareness  

- Flag supplier wants to increase the price of flags

Articulate the Models 1



Multiple Stakeholders

Students Families Drivers

1

You can use different stakeholders!



Setting up your work space

Small Group Classroom

Identify the players who matter to your 

community.
9
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• Focus on one model at a time – try to “fall in love” with it.

• Identify how each of your stakeholders would benefit if the Crosswalk 

Company followed this model. Each benefit should be unique, concrete, 

and paired with a clear understanding of what makes it happen.

• The benefits don’t need to be anything lofty, just something that will 

make a difference to the stakeholder on a personal level.

• They may be unevenly distributed, but every model has benefits.  Aim to 

find three per stakeholder per model.

Articulate the Models 1



I like that this model gives me 

___________________________ 

___________________________

___________________________

because_____________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

__________________________

Draw a picture of 

your benefit…

The benefit: What does the stakeholder get 

from this model? 

The mechanism: How does the model 

produce the benefit? 

Articulate the Models 1



I like that this model gives me time 

because I can share the workload of 

maintaining the crosswalk with 

more of my peers

Students Families Drivers

Remember: aim for at least 

three benefits per 

stakeholder per model.

Classroom

Articulate the Models 1



Articulate the Models

Reflecting on your experience:

• What insights did you have?

• What was challenging?

• What was helpful in overcoming the 

challenging? 
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Examine the Models 2
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Explore the Possibilities 3



Pathway to Integration 3



Pathway to Integration 3



Pathway to Integration 3



Brainstorming for collaboration

(Place your reframe 

question in the center 

of your chart paper)



Rules for brainstorming

Every idea is valid –

breakout ideas are right next to the absurd ones.

Encourage wild ideas.

Adapted from IDEO



Rules for brainstorming

Pictures are quicker to understand

and will in turn stimulate new ideas.

Be visual.

Adapted from IDEO



Creating ideas together

Your Reframe 

Question



Cluster your ideas

Your Reframe 

Question



Use the visual alphabet



Share your thinking

Brainstorm Sketch

Diagram Prototype



Sharing insights and recommendations

Sharing



Reflection

• What was different about this process?

• What was new and challenging for you?

• How did you overcome these challenges?

• What part of the process might you be able to 

use again? When?



See you at Rotman

We’ll see you at the 

Rotman School of 

Management on 

May 17th! 


